
LESSON 7 

Welcome 
“Who do you want to be when you grow up?” is more than just a question for children. Each of 

us can imagine a better version of ourselves, but the choices - and advice - seem endless. In 

previous lessons we’ve talked about getting to know God and investing in relationships with 

others. In this lesson, let’s think about ourselves - Who do you want to be when you grow up? 

And, for that matter, how does one grow up? 

Watch 
All videos and discussion guides available at https://clearview.church/rooted-leaders 

Direct YouTube link for lesson 7: https://youtu.be/qDSqs2tveCw 

Discuss 
1. Have you ever made a decision for the purpose of simplifying or improving your life? How 

did it turn out? 

Point out how these efforts at self-improvement show a universal desire to seek a better 

life.  

2. What do you think of Chesterton’s critique of “progress” and his preference for the term 

“reform.” 

Progress is open-ended and disputable. It means movement, but how do you know it’s 

movement in the right direction? Chesterton prefers reform because in Christ we find a 

fixed reference point for the good life, i.e. he is the form we are being re-formed to 

resemble. 

3. “We believe the best life has already been lived.” If Jesus’ life is our picture of “the good 

life,” what is one way our lives will be different from the norm? 

The more we are transformed by Christ, the less we will conform to the world. Try to 

draw out specific examples like not picking a career just for the income, not obsessing 
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over self-image, or being willing to sacrifice and serve. Even small things like being 

patient and unhurried. 

4. What is the main work of the Spirit in our lives? 

To transform us, one step at a time. The theological term for this is sanctification. 

5. We cannot transform ourselves, but we can surrender to the guidance of the Spirit. What 

have you found that helps you “stay in step with the Spirit?” 

As in previous discussions, some will gravitate toward disciplines of solitude (prayer, 

scripture, meditation) and others to disciplines of community (worship, talking with wise 

friends, being hands on in a work of justice) Try to affirm both, emphasizing the need to 

resist constant distraction. 

Pray 
Close by praying for any personal requests and the following: 

God, thank you for using our group (and all the other Trios) to root us in your love! You 

know we are often a distracted people. We thank you for this reminder to fix our eyes 

on Jesus and to surrender again to the leading of your Spirit. We long to see and taste 

more of your goodness in us, amen.


